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1: Temporarily Disabled
When youÃ†re ready to approach movement in your artwork, Figures in Action can help! In this valuable guide, expert
Andrew Loomis teaches you the basics of drawing the human figure in action using demonstrations that feature both
male and female figures in a variety of poses.

Drawing by Paul Beaudry One of the challenges of drawing figures is that it is a problem solving activity that
requires us to be flexible in our approach. With practice you will learn to generate as many solutions as there
are poses. You will begin to identify the most important elements in a pose, and recognize which to start with
that will allow the rest of the drawing to progress efficiently and smoothly. For example, if the line of the
shoulders is very prominent, you may choose to begin your drawing there. Perhaps there is a dynamic
movement essential to the gesture of the pose that you start with. These are but a few examples of the
possibilities. There is usually more than one correct answer. After all, drawing figures is not solely an
analytical activity, but an interpretive and intuitive one as well. However, within the myriad of possible
correct answers, there may be a most efficient and effective way of beginning a drawing, which will become
easier to identify with practice. You can begin drawing figures with the head and neck. Completed drawing on
the left by William Adolphe Bouguereau If I were to draw a pose such as the one in the above drawing, I
would begin by indicating the general shape and angle of the head with a simple oval or egg. Notice that my
oval does not include the hair. The egg shape represents the skull, upon which the hair will be added later on.
Once I have established the general shape, I give the oval the correct tilt and a sense of perspective by drawing
the center line of the face and indicating the chin and jaw lines. Notice how this minimal information
establishes the position of the head in space and starts to create a sense of three-dimensionality. It is good
practice to build up all areas of a drawing simultaneously so that there is ample opportunity to compare the
proportions, angles and accuracy of the drawing before delving into further detail. Following this principle, I
leave the head at this point to move on to the line of the shoulders, paying particular attention to the angle of
the shoulders and the distance between the chin and the shoulder line. When I am confident in the angle of the
shoulders, I move on to drawing the main action line and gesture of the pose, and placing the feet. Completed
drawing on the left by Kenyon Cox In this second example I have used the same strategy: I began with a basic
oval shape for the head. To clarify the position of the head in space I indicated the chin, jaw and center line of
the face. I then located the line of the shoulders before drawing the main action line of the pose, placing the
feet to establish the height of the figure, and drawing the center line. Advantages of Beginning a Figure
Drawing with the Head There are some distinct advantages to beginning your drawing by blocking in the
head, such as: The tilt of the head and angle of the shoulders are often important in establishing the gesture of
a pose. You can extend a plumb line from the head to determine how far in each direction the body extends.
Observing the negative space between this plumb line and the outline of the figure can also help you achieve a
more accurate drawing. The head can also be used as a unit of measurement to determine the height and width
of the pose, as well as many of the smaller proportions on the figure. You can begin drawing figures with the
shoulder line. In poses where the shape of the head is partially or completely obscured and the line of the
shoulders is a more prominent feature, the latter can be an ideal place to begin the drawing. How do you find
the line of the shoulders? When viewing the figure from the front, the line of the shoulders is found along the
visible line created by the clavicle bones, below the triangular outline of the shoulders created by the trapezius
muscle. Muscles lie on top of the skeletal structure of the body. We can mimic this order in our drawings by
indicating the line of the clavicles first, and adding the trapezius muscle on top of that construction line later.
When viewing the figure from the back, look for the point of the shoulder where the clavicle meets the
acromion process of the scapula. This is usually fairly easy to locate because there is a protrusion which can
often be seen on the surface of the body, right where the clavicle ends and articulates with the scapula. On
some people, the angle of the shoulder straightens out considerably in this area, making the line of the
shoulders easier to locate. Connect these points on both shoulders with a straight or arcing line to find the
shoulder line. Here is another example of a drawing scenario in which you may choose to begin with the
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shoulders instead of the head: Completed drawing on the left by Nikolai Blokhin 3. You can begin drawing
figures with a gesture line When a pose has a very distinct, expressive movement that you want to
communicate, you may choose to begin with a gestural line that describes the major action occurring in the
pose. An easy way to identify this major action is to ask yourself, "What is the figure doing? One leg is
extended forward while one is flexed back. I can describe this movement most simply by drawing a sweeping
C-curve that begins at the head, curves around the torso and continues on to connect the torso to the sole of the
foot. Notice the repetition of this movement in the left side of the body and in the curvature of the spine. Once
I have established this movement, I can find the angle of the shoulders, the shape of the head, and where the
torso ends. The arms and legs can be indicated initially with gestural lines. Completed drawing on the top left
by Juan Adan Morlan In this similar scenario, the main action line in the above drawing is a sweeping C-curve
that is repeated in the right side of the body, the spine, and even in the position of the right arm. After drawing
the overall movement of the pose with a gesture line, I move on to find the line of the shoulders, the opposing
compressed action in the right side of the body, and the feet. You can begin drawing figures with a shape.
Poses that are compressed or foreshortened for example, when the figure is seated or reclining may not have a
long, sweeping major action line. Instead, their gesture may be best communicated by drawing the shape that
the pose fits into. You can start these types of figure drawings by blocking in a specific shape, paying close
attention to its proportions and angles the triangle below is not an equilateral one! Then, imagine that you are a
sculptor chiseling away excess areas of the triangle to reveal the form of the figure. Completed drawing on the
left by Anthony van Dyck 5. You can begin drawing figures with an "envelope". I use the envelope when
drawing a challenging pose that I want to begin more analytically rather than intuitively, in order to increase
my chances of drawing it accurately. Similar to the above shape method, the envelope shows us the area that
the figure occupies. To draw the envelope you can use straight lines, curved lines, or a combination of the two
to map out the boundaries of the figure. Completed drawing by Charles Gleyre Notice that a new line begins
wherever there is a major angle change in the pose. Completed drawing on the left by Kenyon Cox Are you
starting to notice any patterns? No matter how I begin my drawing, the essential information that I try to find
as quickly as possible in my first 10 or so lines is: Begin with what inspires you. What you begin with depends
on what is most important to you in the pose. Before you even pick up your pencil, first identify what interests
you: Why do you want to draw this pose? What is it that inspires you about this particular pose that you wish
to communicate in your drawing? If it is the dynamic movement, for example, then perhaps begin with a
gesture line to express that idea with your initial pencil marks. Start with the easiest, most evident variable.
You can also begin with whichever variable is most evident to you. If the shape and tilt of the head seem clear
and obvious to you, for example, begin there. Perhaps it is the distinct angle of the shoulders that stands out to
you. With practice, determining how to begin your drawing will become a creative and exploratory endeavor.
If you enjoyed this page on drawing figures, you may also be interested in
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2: Drawing Action Figures - Drawing Art Library
When drawing a cartoon character who is doing something, such as running, turning, jumping, etc then you will want to
draw a line of action.A line of action is an imaginary line that extends through the main action of the comic figure.

QuickPoses Increase your ability to draw any pose Quickposes is a tool for art students, illustrators or anyone
who wants to focus on improving their drawing skills. By practicing gesture drawing you will not only get
better at recognizing certain aspects of poses, but you will also build a visual library of characters and models.
Procedure Grab something to draw! Select the type of poses you want to draw and your desired time limit. Try
to draw the essence of the pose within the time limit. The image will change after the time limit has passed.
For a special list of images go to Challenges. For non time limit mode use Random gestures. For images with
time limit use Timed practice. Challenges are always 20 images each session. Examples I believe Ryan
Woodward is one the best artists when it comes to figurative gesture drawing. Tips Draw the essence of the
pose first and work on details later. You will get better each session but it takes time and practice. Learn from
your mistakes. If you do this you will improve much faster. Make these exercises a daily habit and you will
surely improve a lot! Find the best drawing from the previous session and aim to beat that during this session.
Challenge yourself and choose a shorter time limit every couple of weeks. Try to complete your drawing on
time. If your drawings are out of proportion try drawing the hips and backbone first. Try different drawing
materials from time to time.
3: Photos: Drawing Figures In Action, - Drawings Art Gallery
One of the challenges of drawing figures is that it is a problem solving activity that requires us to be flexible in our
approach. Because no two drawing scenarios are the same, we must learn to creatively think of various solutions to
solve each individual "drawing problem".

4: Drawing: Figures in Action - Andrew Loomis - Google Books
" Drawing: Figures in Action People who read have more information, but not because they have more access to
information, because with each person's internet appearing, on a larger or smaller level, people are reading more
information because they know how to filter it more good., Because they distinguish more easily what is important from.

5: Drawing: Figures in Action by Andrew Loomis
Today we will learn how to bring our cartoon people figures to life and put them in action. To put a figure in action we
use a simple skeleton as a guide and foundation.

6: Practice Tools for Artists - Line of Action
Browse: free printable makeup face chart space cat wallpaper best stretches for seniors 3d chalk drawing tlc see all full
list on www.enganchecubano.com how to draw a porg realization least com.

7: Quickposes: pose library for figure & gesture drawing practice
A collection of outdoor figure study images Synching my time zone to Line of Action's time zone Getting back into
drawing, would like advice on how to improve.

8: Drawing Figures: 5 Ways to Start a Figure Drawing
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Learn how to draw human figures and gesture drawing techniques with artist Patricia Hannaway as she focuses on
drawing movement and carefully portraying poses in this free eBook from Artists Network. Learn how she begins
drawing movement by first considering what the action is.

9: Drawing Figures In Action How To Draw Paint Art Instruction Program Simple Step Faster Received
How to draw people in action stick figures drawing tutorial Find this Pin and more on Drawing Lessons by Carol Cheek.
Drawing made easy: a helpful book for young artists; the way to begin and finish your sketches, clearly shown step by
step.
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